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Abstract 

signing skills of currently employed teachers of the 

deaf frequently lack the level of proficiency desired for 

their profession and continue to be largely 

underappreciated. A fuller understanding of American Sign 

Language (ASL) as a second language is necessary for the 

teachers who have learned the signed language after English 

as a first and native language. The acquisition of ASL as a 

first language with young deaf ghildren serves as a basis 

for the description and assessment of signed language 

proficiency involved. The structural patterns of ASL as 

occured in two different classroom discourses are 

specifically examined based on the literature of first and 

second language acquisition. The relationship of ASL 

proficiency and classroom discourse also allow for assessing 

the effects of signing skills on the accessibility of the 

curriculum for deaf students. 
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Introduction 

American Sign Language (ASL) is subject to increasing 

interest as a formal role in the field of deaf education, 

however a set of complications still need to be fully 

addressed. Since deaf children do not fully access language 

through the spoken mode, it is essential for them to acquire 

a signed language (Meier, 1991). ASL constitutes a 

linguistic system naturally developed for learning and use 

within the visual/gestural modality. If a rich signing 

environment is provided for deaf children, they should be 

able to develop a strong language base vital for their 

education (Johnson, Liddell & Erting, 1989). with most deaf 

children born to hearing (and non-signing) parents, many do 

not have an opportunity for signed language exposure leading 

to successful language acquisition. Not only do the majority 

of parents lack the needed signing skills, the majority of 

teachers of the deaf are also not fully competent in ASL as 

required for their profession. 

In any case, teachers of the deaf constitute an 

important professional group whose primary goal is working 

with deaf children in the school setting and teaching 

content areas, in~luding English as a second language. 

Although programming for a large number of deaf children and 

their families to facilitate ASL acquisition may be 
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critical, the enhancement of signing skills of currently 

employed teachers of the deaf also poses a challenge. An 

overwhelming majority of these teachers are hearing, and 

they mayor may not have learned ASL (Woodward & Allen, 

1987). Oftentimes, a hearing adult who is a teacher of the 

deaf possesses English as a native language and may need to 

learn how to sign upon developing an interest in the field 

and to increase the level of proficiency during the duration 

of the career. Unfortunately, this person's capacity to 

learn ASL as a language is not clear. Although a high level 

of signing proficiency is highly desirable for a teacher of 

the deaf, the general understanding of ASL as a second 

language is lacking. The value of ASL proficiency in the 

classroom with deaf students is also underappreciated. 

For reasons stated above, the study undertaken aims at 

providing an assessment of ASL in the classroom setting with 

two hearing non-native signing teachers of the deaf. The 

documented development of ASL as a first language with deaf 

children serves as a basis for the comparative description 

of ASL as a second language with the teachers participating 

in the study. The structure and learning patterns of ASL are 

examined based on the literature of first and second 

language acquisition. The relationship of ASL proficiency 

and classroom discourse also allow for understanding the 
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effects of signing skills on the accessibility of the 

curriculum for deaf students. The findings as discussed 

include the development of a pilot signed language services 

program to enhance the signing skills of the teachers in the 

study. The provision of such unprecedented services is made 

possible through understanding the nature of ASL as a second 

language. In order to appreciate the research effort and 

outcome fully, it is necessary to first consider the issues 

associated with the educational needs of deaf students, the 

prevailing signing skills of teachers of the deaf, and the 

current knowledge of ASL as a second language. 

Background 

3.1 Linguistic accessibility to the curriculum 

In response to rising criticism regarding the pressing 

linguistic needs of deaf children, the educational system 

has created certain new programs that have emerged in recent 

years. For example, a total of nine experimental programs 

have been set up across the nation using a form of bilingual 

approach with deaf children (strong, 1995). By looking at 

the current achievement scores of deaf high school graduates 

(the median around a fourth grade reading level, Allen, 

1986), it seems clear that current language-based practices 



have not allowed deaf students to achieve their maximum 

educational potential. 

For the current movement in deaf education toward 

greater acceptance of ASL, strong (1995) states: 
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... an understanding of the importance of the role of 

American Sign Language (ASL) in the lives of many deaf 

persons is a component of this new awareness and partly 

as a result of these kinds of Changes, an increasing 

number of educational institutions serving deaf 

children have considered the option of developing 

school programs that adopt a bilingual/bicultural 

perspective in which ASL is used in the classroom 

(p.84) . 

Apparently, ASL has evolved to meet the demands of 

visual-spatial communication and is, therefore, a valuable 

asset in the education of deaf children. ASL is, first of 

all, a full-fledged human language and equivalent to any 

spoken language in terms of structural properties and 

communicative functions (e.g., Klima & Bellugi, 1979; 

Wilbur, 1987). More significant is the fact that deaf 

children often lack the access to signed language for 

acquisition and use. A vast majority of these children are 

born to non-signing, hearing parents (e.g., approximately 

90% of the population). Only a minority of deaf children 
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(less than 10%) have the privilege of growing up in a rich 

linguistic environment; most likely this occurs if the child 

has one or two deaf parents (Meadow, 1972; Trybus & Jensema, 

1978; Karchmer, Trybus & Paguin, 1978). 

The interest in bilingual education for deaf children 

is primarily due to the recognition of the need for fully 

accessible linguistic system in terms of acquisition. 

Historically, the use of spoken language with deaf children 

was the central focus in the field of deaf education. A wide 

variety of language teaching methods have been attempted to 

facilitate the learning of English (e.g., McAnally, Rose & 

Quigley, 1987). Regardless of the learning difficulties as 

widely reported in the literature, the spoken language 

approach was perceived as the only alternative. This 

conclusion is no longer warranted given the potential of the 

visual/gestural modality for the needed development of 

language base with deaf children. Although Manually Coded 

English (MCE) may share the same modality as ASL (i.e., 

visual/gestural), it does not demonstrate a high level of 

learnability needed for a successful outcome. The several 

English-based sign systems as developed to provide deaf 

children greater access to the spoken language are hampered 

by the lack of structural cohesiveness. The resulting 

effects on these children's visual perception and processing 



are detrimental as far as natural language acquisition is 

concerned (Supalla, 1990; in press). 
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In the case of ASL, the success of acquisition leading 

to mastery is confirmed, and the developmental milestones as 

reported for ASL acquisition are remarkably similar to 

hearing counterparts with spoken languages (see Newport & 

Meier, 1986 for review). with these findings, natural 

language acquisition is how most people, deaf and hearing 

alike, corne to control their first language. If this is 

true, ASL should be actively promoted as a language for deaf 

children. Moreover, ASL acquisition should be perceived as 

an important goal for deaf children to achieve prior to 

their schooling, just as hearing children are expected to 

acquire a spoken language(see Supalla, in press for further 

discussion on linguistic accessibility issues). 

The lack of access to ASL for acquisition for the 

majority of deaf children is further complicated with the 

historical lack of support for signed language in the 

educational system serving deaf children. According to 

Johnson, Liddell, and Erting (1989), some of the major 

problems facing deaf children in the school setting as 

follows: 1) lack of effective communicative environment in 

the classroom, and 2) access to the curriculum is impaired 

for deaf children. For these reasons, Johnson and Liddell 



(1990) discuss the importance of ASL as a language of 

instruction. consistent with some of the discussion made 

earlier, they describe the three factors that ASL 

contributes to deaf education: 

1. ASL provides an accessible, easily learned, and 

rich first natural language with all the social and 

cognitive benefits implied by that. 
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2. ASL provides communicative access to the content of 

the curricular material of the school. 

3. ASL provides a vehicle for a more effective 

acquisition of English as a second language. (p. 59-60) 

Whether or not the changes in educational approaches 

have provided positive outcomes for deaf children, the 

language and modality to be used for instruction need to be 

considered. English continues to be largely inaccessible as 

a spoken language. Deaf students may have a better 

opportunity to learn English, particularly reading and 

writing skills, if they are educated in a bilingual 

environment with ASL as the language of instruction with 

English being taught as a second language (Luetke-Stahlman, 

1983; Paul, 1987; Quigley & Paul, 1984; Reagan, 1985). 

contrastive analysis using both ASL and English is also a 

largely untried method (Paul, 1987). Furthermore, the 

positive benefits of a first language are the impetus for 
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establishing a bilingual program. The argument for bilingual 

education for deaf students is well founded in current 

linguistic and educational theory (Reynolds & Titus, 1992). 

One way or another, the linguistic needs of deaf 

children require full attention. This is especially true 

concerning those born into a non-signing environment at 

home. Pollisco (1992) discussed the needed for facilitating 

the signed language acquisition with these children 

including the participation of their hearing family members 

(in learning ASL as a second language after English or 

spanish). A further detailed description of a model signed 

language-based home visit program is included, and through 

such programming, deaf children should be able to acquire 

ASL at an early age. The critical period for language 

acquisition is applicable here to the desired native 

competency in ASL (Newport, 1990). For deaf children who 

fail to acquire ASL until later during the school years (due 

to a lack of home-based programming), an intervention 

program in ASL is still necessary and should be part of the 

school curriculum. Ideally, deaf children should be exposed 

to ASL in a comprehensive program based on interaction with 

fluent adult signers as well as signing peers. The emerging 

profession of ASL specialists may provide such effective 

signed language services supporting both families and school 
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(Wix, 1993). In this way, normal socio-emotional development 

for deaf children can be achieved with a fully accessible 

linguistic system in use. with ASL developed as strong 

language base, the path for the development of literacy

based competencies can also be established. 

3.2 Signed language proficiency of teachers of the deaf 

with the possibility of increased ASL competency among 

deaf students, teachers of the deaf remain in need of 

improvement in signing skills in a number of cases. 

Unfortunately, signed language proficiency essential for the 

professional background of these teachers is still largely 

undervalued. For example, in a review of teacher training 

programs for the deaf, graduate-level curriculum does not 

include strong considerations for proficiency in ASL and 

bilingualism (Nover, 1995). The consequences are that quite 

often, graduates of such programs may not be prepared for 

teaching, especially with deaf children who have achieved a 

high level of ASL proficiency. At issue here is the degree 

to which deaf students can achieve a high level of 

linguistic comprehension from teachers who are minimally 

skilled in ASL and the resulting effects on these student's 

participation in the classroom and learning of content 

areas, including English as a second language. 
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In the school setting with deaf children, a number of 

problems have been identified in the classroom relating to 

language issues (see Mahshie, 1995 for further discussion on 

problems facing education of the deaf in the united states 

and abroad). According to Maxwell (1985), most certified 

teachers of the deaf have had only two or fewer classes in 

signed language during their teacher preparation years. 

Teachers frequently depend on their deaf students to help 

them improve their signed language skills. These teachers 

may also rely on one student (i.e. one who is hard of 

hearing or able to communicate through spoken language) to 

help them comprehend the signing of other students (Andrews 

& Covell, 1993). 

Mather (1989) also found that the quality of 

communication between deaf children and their teacher is 

inadequate for meaningful interaction in the classroom to 

occur. Basically, the use of visually oriented teaching 

strategies with deaf students in the classroom are lacking. 

In the study conducted, the teacher was not able to perform 

the storytelling session effectively. Consequently, the 

teacher's discourse was adversely affected through 1) using 

questions, 2) eliciting answers, 3) responding to answers, 

and 4) signing with the book. For example, the teacher in 

the study was not able to maintain eye contact necessary for 
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the deaf students to complete their answer in ASL. For 

hearing students, the eye gaze behavior as described for the 

teacher may be appropriate when the answer in spoken 

language can be accomplished without any eye contact (i.e., 

the teacher relying on the auditory channel to monitor the 

answer). In the case with deaf students, any teacher 

engaging in the classroom discourse needs to adapt to 

visual means for a more successful outcome. 

In a separate study, Johnson and Erting (1989) were 

able to examine the quality of individual signs. In their 

study, the teacher consistently misarticulates signs, a 

problem compounded by the fact that her misarticulations 

often result in signs that actually meant something else; 

for example, DEVIL or HORSE for RABBIT, CAN'T for CAN, and 

FREEZE for WHAT. The result of such signing is 

incomprehensible, often contradictory to the intended 

semantic meaning. Mather's study discussed earlier also 

J included a couple of structural domains of ASL in which the 

teacher was not effective. The errored production in both 

structure and semantics hampers the instruction involved and 

affects the overall teaching quality. 

For the role of ASL as a language of instruction, 

Woodward and Allen (1987) found that of 1,888 teachers 

surveyed, only 140 reported using ASL in the classroom. 
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Further queries determined that only six of these 140 

teachers could unequivocally be said to use ASL. 

Furthermore, "many teachers still do not know the difference 

between ASL and English, nor do they tend to use ASL as 

their primary method of classroom communication" (Woodward & 

Allen, 1987, p.9). Apparently, with a limited understanding 

of ASL as a language, teachers were not able to provide a 

clear description of their signing skills. This is coupled 

with the lacking proficiency in ASL as discussed for some 

teachers of the deaf. Consequently, a large number of deaf 

children in schools may not have adequate linguistic access 

to the curriculum. In this respect, it seems essential to 

include ASL as a part of a teacher's repertoire of 

professional competencies. An effective linguistic 

environment, in which teachers' and students' communication 

strategies converge, should provide deaf children with far 

greater opportunities to learn from their teachers. 

In addition, teachers of the deaf may need to develop a 

'full understanding of bilingualism in general. Skutnabb

Kangas (1994) describes how successful educational models 

are those that support minority children's metalinguistic 

development through instruction in their first language. The 

high levels of proficiency in a minority language are also 

important for a teacher than high levels of proficiency in 
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the majority language. If this is true, teachers of the deaf 

need to focus on developing a high level of ASL proficiency. 

For deaf students, they also need to develop a high level of 

metalinguistic awareness in ASL as part of the process for 

learning English as a second language in the print form. 

More specifically, teachers are to facilitate the needed 

metalinguistic awareness with deaf students, and that 

contrastive analysis as a method for teaching English can 

follow (Neuroth-Gimbrone & Logiodice, 1992). 

3.3 American Sign Language as a second language 

Given that the teacher of the deaf is hearing and 

proficienct in English as a spoken language, this person 

learning how to sign may as well be learning ASL as a second 

language. Not only the second language is being acquired, 

the teacher also copes with a different modality (i.e., 

signed). Whether a target language is acquired as a first or 

second language, complexities of the learning process 

involved are noted. There are a number of theories ranging 

from behaviorism to cognition that account for how language 

is acquired. Among them is the view that there is an 

intimate interaction and interinfluence among the 

linguistic, social, and cognitive domains of development 

(White, Carew-Watts, Varnett, Koban, Marmor & Shapiro, 

1973). 
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For the teachers of the deaf, they may be also learning 

ASL at a later age, probably during the adulthood years. The 

age factor and associated critical period for language 

acquisition affecting the outcome of learning any second 

language need to be considered (see Johnson & Newport, 1989 

for further discussion). The quality of interaction is also 

important as the teachers need to be exposed to signed 

language in use by the members of the deaf community. The 

environment for optimal learning is also important for a 

desired outcome in proficiency. The distinction between a 

natural and artificial setting for second language learners 

is a serious consideration in affecting the learning process 

involved. Especially relevant is the foreign language 

learning experience or students confined to the classroom 

setting for learning a second language. 

Unlike a child learning a first language, a student in 

the academic setting is usually taught by "skill getting" 

rather than "skill using" (River and Temperley, 1978). Ellis 

(1986) made it clear that classroom discourse where language 

is learned can interfere with the acquisition of the second 

language. wilcox and Wilcox (1991) note that there have been 

significant improvements in ASL instruction within the 

classroom setting. For example, the interactive, 

functional/notional approach in teaching ASL assists in 



facilitating the needed interaction among students in the 

classroom. In any case of second language acquisition, 

outside classroom experiences continue to be a significant 

variable for a successful outcome. 
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In addition to the various factors discussed thus far 

affecting the outcome of second language acquisition, the 

learning process as compared between first and second 

languages is quite similar. If the circumstances allow, 

teachers of the deaf acquiring ASL should experience certain 

learning patterns comparable to those of young deaf children 

raised in an ASL signing household. First, a number of 

studies have attempted to examine the differences and 

similarities in first and second language learning. The 

basic finding indicates that adults learning a second 

language "pass through essentially the same developmental 

stages in their acquisition of selected linguistic forms" 

(McLaughlin, 1984, p. 70). One source of evidence lies in 

the errors produced by both first language and second 

language learners being identical (Taylor, 1974; see 

McLaughlin, 1984 for review on second language acquisition) . 

In the case of ASL, second language learners should 

produce errors by overgeneralizing the target rules, for 

example. In spoken languages, the particular error pattern 

with a target rule being overgeneralized is frequently 
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reported (e.g., Taylor, 1974). Deaf children acquiring ASL 

as a native language have produced such errors before they 

master the language (see Newport & Meier, 1986 for further 

discussion on first language acquisition with ASL). In 

regard to the similarities between first language and second 

language learners, there may be some exceptions, especially 

in the stage of one and two word utterances. This particular 

developmental stage is only found with young children, and 

it should not occur with adults learning a second language. 

Second-language learners do not undergo the one- and two

word utterances as a stage due to their advanced cognitive 

maturity (Ervin-Tripp, 1974). 

In addition to the impact of learning a second 

language, the complications involving learning a language in 

a different modality are noted in the literature. There are 

a number of studies conducted on adults learning ASL, and 

most of the attention was on the effects of signed modality 

on the second language acquisition process. According to the 

pioneering work of wilk and Eastman (1977, cited in McKee, 

1992), there are certain requirements of ASL of which a 

hearing second language learner needs to be made aware. The 

learner needs to be comfortable with using the body; mainly, 

but not exclusively, the face, arms, and hands, in a highly 

visible way to express him/herself. The learner is required 
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to take "personal risks by exposing him/herself in a manner 

not normally shown in 'hearing world' situations, such as 

making faces or even lifting elbows high and away from the 

body" (p. 132). Furthermore, the learner with ASL needs to 

attend to the fine visual cues which are used extensively in 

the signed language, such as eye gaze, role play/role shift, 

ASL mouthing, grammatical use of eyebrows, and referential 

use of space. Ultimately, the ASL learners' boundaries of 

self-representation are challenged by having to communicate 

in a visual-gestural mode. 

The visual attention to linguistic information can be 

demanding as hearing learners have no previous experience in 

regard to perceptual "schema" as prevailed in ASL (McKee, 

1992). In learning a spoken language as a second language, 

these learners are able to rely on their previous experience 

in discriminating meaningful phonological differences in 

words as much as a deaf learner would do with a signed 

language as a second language after ASL. As a result, 

beginning hearing ASL learners are reportedly "not always 

successful at discriminating and recalling the phonological 

parameters of signs presented to them" (Fuller & Wilbur, 

1987, cited in McKee, 1992, p. 131). For these reasons, 

Cokely and Baker (1980) proposed that the visual 

discrimination skills of hearing students should be 
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specifically facilitated in the early stages of learning 

ASL. 

In addition to signed lexicon, McIntire and Reilly 

(1988) were able to examine certain grammatical structures 

(e.g., topics, conditionals, and relative clauses) marked 

through nonmanual means in ASL. The example provided is the 

following ASL sentence with topicialization:" LIBRARY ME GO-
t 

TO NOT-YET. The English equivalent would be "Oh, the 

library, I haven't gotten there yet". For the topicalized 

sentence in ASL, the gloss, LIBRARY constitutes a phrase, 

and the signer raises the eye brows as this phrase is 

produced. Such facial marker being used signals that the 

phrase is topicalized. 

The study conducted by McIntire and Reilly indicates 

that both deaf and hearing children at first share a set of 

facial gestures to convey certain emotions for successful 

interaction up to age 2. Beyond this age, deaf children 

acquire additional functions of facial markers for 

grammatical purposes, whereas the hearing counterparts do 

not. For adults learning ASL as a second language, they may 

possess only the non-linguistic means for marking facial 

expressions when they are first exposed to the signed 

language. For this reason, they may need to make a major 

transition for the use of facial markers from a non-
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linguistic role to that of linguistic. This finding is 

consistent with the earlier studies discussed on the effects 

of modality, and how hearing second language learners need 

to cope with a signed language as opposed to spoken 

language. 

statement of the Problem 

The focus on the effects of modality on second language 

acquisition with ASL for hearing learners is clearly 

indicated in a number of studies discussed. However, it is 

equally important to compare these learners with the 

developmental stages and learning patterns of ASL being 

acquired as a first language. One prevailing hypothesis is 

that modality does not necessarily play a significant role 

in the acquisition of ASL as a second language. In this 

case, hearing learners may face difficulties in coping with 

learning signed language as do they with any spoken language 

being acquired as a second language. Also, their learning 

process with ASL undergoes similar patterns as identified 

with young deaf children acquiring the signed language as a 

first language. The difficulties of second language 

acquisition in general may be more successful in accounting 

for the experiences and outcome of adult learners with ASL. 

For the case of teachers of the deaf as a professional 

group, the study of ASL structure needs to be comprehensive, 
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rather than being limited to one to two structural domains 

as reported in the literature. Errors or failure to produce 

the signed language correctly were also subject to 

investigation without any consideration for those structural 

properties produced correctly. Covering both structural 

properties acquired and yet to be acquired allow for a more 

accurate portrayal on the signed language proficiency of the 

teachers. The same is true for the examination of more than 

one teacher to account for how one signed language learner 

may share or differ in structural patterns from another. 

Finally, the validation of ASL as a second language is 

expected to serve as a basic for supporting services aimed 

at facilitating presently employed teacher's acquisition of 

the signed language. This includes the considerations for 

effective assessment and program development. For these 

reasons, it is necessary to reexamine the teacher's output 

in ASL during teaching as well as the impact of ASL as a 

second language on the classroom discourse. 



Method: Description and 

Assessment of ASL structure 
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In order to understand the nature ASL as a second 

language with teachers of the deaf. it is necessary to 

conduct an effective description and assessment of the 

signed language structure. A formal assessment instrument 

and procedure for measuring ASL proficiency is in the 

developmental stage, and some of the efforts produced by 

Tina wix and her mentor, Professor Sam Supalla are included 

in the study here. The structure of ASL as studied in the 

acquisition by deaf children serves as the basis for this 

study. Furthermore, the extensive literature review 

conducted has resulted in the development of items on both 

structural targets and errors as identified in ASL 

acquisition. A total rf eight major structural components 

and a set of features in each structural component to be 

acquired are included as targets. The information on age 

when each feature is acquired indicates the target's 

complexity; i.e., the later ta~get is acquired, the more 

complex it becomes. As a result, the ordering of the eight 

structural components is established with the first to be 

acquired initially by deaf children and the eighth to be 

acquired last. The set of errors as reported in the 

literature are also included as features in each of the 
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structural components. The detailed description of the ASL 

acquisition assessment project is included in the series of 

two progress reports (Wix, 1993; Supalla & Wix, 1995). 

Especially relevant for the study here, first and 

second language acquisition are reportedly similar to a 

great extent at least for spoken languages. Therefore, the 

organized listing of ASL structural targets and errors for 

first language acquisition should be included in the 

examination of second language acquisition with the signed 

language. Each of the eight major structural components is 

also subject to an analysis on whether individual targets 

and errors as identified in the first language acquisition 

occur with hearing adults learning ASL as a second language. 

A total of 24 targets and 22 error types are included in the 

assessment. Findings to be produced will be subject to 

discussion on the extension of second language acquisition 

to ASL. 

The two teachers participating in the study are 

expected to both demonstrate similar structural patterns and 

confirm their standing as second language learners. A 

comparison of first language data with ASL will provide an 

effective description of these teacher's proficiency in 

structural targets and errors. The impact of these two vital 

components of ASL acquisition on teaching effectiveness in 
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the classroom setting can then be assessed. Within the 

second language framework, the outcome of limited 

proficiency for the teachers in the study should be 

comparable to deaf children who fall short of completing 

acquisition of the signed language. The outcome of full 

proficiency, on the other hand, should be comparable to deaf 

children who are able to undergo the complete course of ASL 

acquisition and master all of the eight major structural 

components involved. Consequently, the research questions 

are: 1) whether or not full ASL proficiency is achieved?, 2) 

if limited in competence, what are the structural patterns 

like? And 3) what impact does such signed language 

competency level have on teachers' performance in the 

classroom? A further description of the teachers and their 

background is included, and it follows with data collection, 

coding and analysis procedures. 

5.1 Subjects 

The recruitment of subjects for the study was first 

accomplished through consultation with the principal of the 

elementary department at a residential school for the deaf. 

The two teachers for this study were then approached by the 

researcher to participate in the study, and they agreed to 

do so. The teachers who volunteered to participate in the 

pilot signed language services program, as well as its 
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research component, were anxious to improve their ASL 

proficiency. Both of these teachers possess full hearing 

capacity and have acquired English as their native language. 

They are also Anglo and female in the 30's age range. They 

are employed full time at the residential school for the 

deaf. A total of nine deaf students in the classrooms with 

these teachers ranged in age from four to nine years old. 

The level of these students are first grade and second grade 

for Teacher 1 (four students) and Teacher 2 (five students). 

Both teachers received their Masters' degree in deaf 

education. During their college years, the teachers reported 

that they were able to interact with their deaf peers who 

also were enrolled in the graduate program. Unfortunately, 

the contact with the deaf community for the teachers was 

largely confined to these college years. At the time of the 

study, teachers reported that they socialized in signed 

language primarily within the school setting with deaf 

children in their classrooms. 

In terms of signed language background, Teacher 1 

completed ASL up to level three as part of her undergraduate 

studies. She was able to take an additional signed language 

class when she enrolled in her graduate-level program. At 

present, Teacher 1 has taught for six years at the 

elementary school level; prior to that, she had taught for 
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three years at the high school level. In a total of nine 

years of teaching this teacher was primarily required to use 

MCE. Starting in late 1993, ASL was recognized and promoted 

in the school. ASL was included as a distinct language along 

with English in the language policy approved by the Board of 

Directors at the school two years prior to the study. For 

this reason, Teacher 1 has since been trying to achieve a 

higher level of proficiency in ASL for use in her classroom. 

Teacher 2 experienced similar changes taking place in 

the school, especially with language policy and use. She had 

signing experience for twelve years when she was in college. 

It was during her undergraduate education that she became 

interested in deaf education. She continued her education by 

receiving a Master's degree in deaf education. Learning ASL 

also took place in the program by undergoing a full sequence 

of four levels before she began teaching elementary-aged 

deaf students. Unlike the first teacher, Teacher 2 was able 

to take additional graduate-level courses offered at the 

nearby university as part of her professional development in 

ASL linguistics and deaf culture. 

5.2 Procedure 

In the duration of the pilot signed language services 

at the length of three months, the data collection for 

research purposes was achieved through videotaping the two 
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teachers as they taught in the classroom setting. The data 

collection were performed by the deaf native ASL signing 

person who also coded and analyzed the videotaped data. For 

the teachers in the study, two 45-minute discourses were 

videotaped: 1} telling a story during a reading session and 

2) teaching science. For the first discourse, Teacher 1 told 

a traditional African story, "Abiyoyo" while reading the 

book in ASL. Teacher 2, on the other hand, told a story in 

ASL based on the book, "Seven Blind Mice". For the second 

discourse, Teacher 1 covered the topic of insect anatomy, 

and Teacher 2 taught about desert animals and vegetation. 

5.3 Coding 

The two videotaped discourses as produced by the 

individual teachers are then subject to coding. As mentioned 

earlier, the eight major ASL structural components serve as 

the basis for ASL assessment with the two teachers in the 

study. The established ordering of these structural 

components is 1) one-sign/two-sign utterances, 2) deictic 

pointing, 3) verb agreement, 4) aspect and number, 5} non

manual markers, 6) role play/role shifting, 7) verbs of 

motion, and 8) non-verb pairs. The coder first viewed the 

videotapes and searched for the features in each of the 

eight structural components. If one or another feature occur 

in the teacher's production, the coder checked its 
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occurrence on the coding sheet. structure errors as produced 

by the teacher are also subject to coding based on the 

listing of error types in each major structural component. 

A copy of the coding sheet developed is included in Appendix 

A. 

Although the coder is deaf and a native signer, her 

training in coding was first accomplished with a number of 

deaf children in the videotape. This background provided her 

the needed training in assessing ASL with the two teachers 

in the study. The coder's reliability in the coding 

procedure (i.e., identifying structural targets and errors 

as produced by the teachers) was also checked with another 

deaf native signer. The comparison was made based on the 

coding performance with one videotaped discourse, 

storytelling as conducted by Teacher 1. The reliability 

between the two coders was high at 87% in accuracy. 

with the coding sheet, each target and error checked 

were transcribed through the use of glosses. The Vista 

glossing system is specifically used, and a large set of 

symbols make up the transcription system (for further 

description of the system, see Smith, Lentz, and Mikos, 

1988). The fully coded data for Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 are 

included in Appendix Band C, respectively. The teachers v 

storytelling discourse in ASL were also transcribed in 
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glosses, and the transcribed text for each teacher was 

broken down into lines. A line in the signed narrative is 

somewhat equivalent to a sentence in the written form for 

English. A full description of lines in ASL and how they are 

identified in an oral narrative discourse are included in 

Bahan and Supalla (1994). The transcribed data of the 

narratives for Teacher 1 and Teacher 2 are included in 

Appendix D and E, respectively. 

5.4 Analysis 

The following analysis is divided into two major parts 

to examine the research questions as raised earlier. The 

first part of analysis focuses on determining the level of 

ASL proficiency of each and both teachers in the study and 

describing the patterns of their acquisition with ASL as a 

second language. The analysis of individual structural 

components (totaling eight) as well as comparison with one 

and another serves as the basis for the examination of the 

first and second research questions. 

with the limited applicability of the first structural 

component, one-sign/two-sign utterances for the teachers as 

adult learners, it is necessary to include additional 

analysis concerning the size of signed vocabulary and number 

of lines produced with three or more signs. The transcribed 

data of the narrative as produced by the two teachers in the 
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study provide the source of such outcome. However, for the 

purpose of a comprehensive assessment of ASL proficiency, 

all eight structural components (including the first one) 

are considered. Both discourses, storytelling and teaching 

science are also combined to produce needed results. More 

specifically, any of the features checked within each 

structural component produced without any error indicates 

the teacher's mastery. If both targets and errors are 

produced by the teacher, the structural component is still 

errerging and not yet mastered. Finally, if only errors are 

produced, the structural component of the teacher is 

described as not mastered. 

The description of ASL proficiency based on three 

different levels: 1) mastered, 2) emerging, and 3) not 

mastered provides information in regard to the first 

research question on where the two teachers stand in terms 

of ASL proficiency. For the second research question, the 

interaction of three levels of ASL proficiency and the 

ordering of the eight structural components also provides 

information on whether the learning patterns as experienced 

by young deaf children with ASL as a first language are 

shared by the teachers in the study. If both teachers are 

limited in ASL proficiency, it is necessary to determine 

whether structural components that are to be acquired early 



for a deaf child are mastered for the teachers as well. In 

addition, the structural components that are acquired late 

in first language acquisition should either be emerging or 

not mastered for the teachers being learners of ASL as a 

second language. 
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The second part in analysis rather considers the third 

research question; i.e., to provide information on the 

impact of the teachers' ASL proficiency in either providing 

or denying deaf children access to the curriculum. In all 

eight structural components either being mastered, emerging 

to be mastered, or not mastered, the performance of both 

teachers is examined in detail. For the purpose of clear 

demonstration, only one feature of targets and errors being 

checked in each structural component is covered. An example 

by the length of glossed lines provides a fuller description 

of the feature in the form of target and error being 

produced. The videotaped data for the classroom context is 

also included to provide an effective description of the 

discourse in ASL. 

5.5 Results 

According to the first part in the analysis, neither of 

the two teachers in the study had achieved full mastery of 

ASL as a second language. However, both teachers were able 

to master at least three structural components. For Teacher 
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1, one sign/two sign utterances, deicitic pointing, and 

aspect/number were mastered without any errors produced. 

Teacher 2 appeared to be more proficient in ASL by mastering 

additional two components: role play/ role shifting and verb 

agreement. Also, it should be noted that there are three 

additional structural components which emerged, although 

full mastery was not evident for each of the teachers. Non-

manual markers, verbs of motion and noun-verb pairs were 

found to be used correctly for Teacher 1 and 2, however, 

errors were still produced in some instances. Teacher 1 was 

able to produce verb agreement and role playing/role 

shifting through errors only. In this case, the two 

structural components were not mastered. The findings 

discussed thus far are summarized in Figure 1. 

TEACHER 1 TEACHER 2 

TlltgclJl &ron Level of proficim:y TaFFU &ron Level of proficiency 

I. Onc/Two Sign Utlcrance X mulcted X mulCted 

2. Dcictic Pointing X maalCted X mulCted 

J. V.rb A"""""" X DOlmulCrcd X mulcted 

4. A.pcct a"d Ntmlbor X mulCted X muttrcd 

S NOIIIIl&lIo>lI Marb: .. X X c:mcr&in& X X <m<tJin& 

6. RoIo: PIayinclRole ShiIIInc X DOt ttulCrcd X -..d 

7. V.rba of Motion X X """""" X X CIDOrP>& 

8 N<u>oVotb Pain. X x <m<tJin& x x cmor&inc 

FIGURE 1: Summary on ASL Competence of Two Teachers 

There are noted patterns in the comparison between the 

two teachers. A total of six structural components are 
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identified as shared by both teachers, with three being 

mastered and the other three still emerging and not yet 

mastered. with the remaining two structural components, the 

teachers differed by either mastering them or not. 

Furthermore, errors appear to be more likely to occur for 

both teachers later in the ordering of the eight structural 

components. Recall that the ordering is based on increasing 

complexity as reported for deaf children acquiring ASL as a 

first language. The resulting pattern is that the less 

complex structural components are being mastered before the 

complex ones for both teachers. 

In addition to the overall limited proficiency in ASL 

for both teachers and Teacher 2 being superior to Teacher 1, 

the individual structural components being analyzed in both 

storytelling and teaching science also confirm this basic 

finding. More importantly, the effects of each structural 

component being mastered, emerging and not yet mastered or 

not mastered are significant in terms of teaching 

effectiveness for both teachers for the second part of 

analysis. As a result, the two classroom discourses are 

either enhanced or adversely affected in terms of deaf 

students' potential for learning. 

In the one-sign/two sign utterance component, both 

teachers in the study may have never undergone this stage as 
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they were cognitively mature when they first acquired ASL as 

a second language. However, it is still possible to examine 

the extent of signed output for the teachers. All three 

features were included in the signed production of Teachers 

1 and 2. The features are 1) single sign production, 2) 

production of ten signs, and 3) two sign production. Both 

teachers exceeded the level of one-sign and two sign 

utterance in most of their classroom utterances, and the 

same was true for the minimum of ten lexicon required at 

this level. 

with "Abiyoyo", Teacher 1 was able to tell the story 

from the beginning to end for the length of 31 minutes (the 

length for breaks included in storytelling were excluded). 

The glossed transcription indicates that a total of 210 

signed vocabulary were produced with the use of three or 

more signs in 84 out of 86 lines (see Appendix D). The 

students were also encouraged to participate through 

answering the questions, for example. All of these students 

"sang" in signs voluntarily along with the teacher 

enchanting "Abiyoyo, Abiyoyo, Abiyoyo ... ". This occurred 

during the segment of the story when the son plays his 

guitar to make the monster dance. The students were 

attentive to the teacher's storytelling and responded to her 

questions as she went through the story. 
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Similar findings were made in the glossed transcription 

of Teacher 2's telling of, "Seven Blind Mice" (see Appendix 

E). It is important to note that this story is shorter than 

the first at 24 minutes in length. A total of 163 signed 

vocabulary were produced with the use of three or more signs 

in 66 out of 71 lines. Again, the students were responsive 

to the teacher and her storytelling. Both Teachers 1 and 2 

appeared to succeed in telling the stories in ASL as far as 

the first structural component is concerned. 

For the deictic pointing component, the signed 

production of Teachers 1 and 2 were also successful in 

including features without any errors being produced. This 

structural component is divided into two sUbcomponents: 

real-world and abstract, and both teachers were able to 

produce both real-world and abstract pointing features. All 

of the real-world features, i.e., 1) pointing to self, 2) 

pointing to the addressee, and 3) pointing to third person 

were produced. For example during teaching insects, Teacher 

1 was able to point to herself as the first person or 

teacher and point to her students as the second person in 

the following line example; IX: "me" SHOW IX: "you" ABOUT 

BUG LEGS. This utterance occurs after when the teacher has 

put pictures on the table in front of her students. The 

teacher's objective is to discuss one particular part of the 



insect anatomy. The students were able to comprehend that 

the teacher was going to show them the pictures of insects 

under study, with the focus being on the anatomy of legs. 
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For third person marking, Teacher 1 was also able to 

point to one student and then the other while teaching the 

other part on insects. In the following line example is: IX: 

"Pam" TELL IX: "you" HOW SPELL #THORAX. In this case, the 

teacher marks for first person by pointing at the student 

(pseudonym: Pam) to whom she is talking. With the second 

pointing, the teacher refers to another student sitting next 

to Pam. Fulfilling the teacher's objective, the second 

student to whom Pam spells the term of thorax is able to 

write down the new vocabulary in English. 

The deictic pointing discussed thus far has been 

limited to referents present in the environment. However 

Teacher 1 also managed to use abstract pointing as well. In 

the storytelling discourse, she points to a particular 

location in the signing space in front of her body, the 

location referring to the son as one of the characters in 

the story, "Abiyoyo". The line example is: IX: "you" GO

AWAY. The teacher is in the character of one villager and 

exclaims in this line to kick the son out of the village. 

For Teacher 2, she was also able to produce both real 

world and abstract pointing, especially during the story 
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telling, "Seven Blind Mice". utilizing abstract pointing, 

both teachers told the stories quite effectively by 

referring to a variety of characters. The students were able 

to participate in the storytelling session by answering the 

questions appropriately. The two teachers also relied on 

real world pointing to a great extent during interaction 

with their students through asking questions. For example, 

with Teacher 2, she was able to elicit an answer from her 

student with her question, WHAT IX: "all of you" THINK WHAT 

IX: "rope" WHAT THAT. The teacher was checking whether her 

students could identify the rope in the book. with her 

questioning, one student volunteered and produced the 

correct answer by signing ROPE. 

For the verb agreement component, Teacher 1 produced a 

number of errors based on the omission of the inflectional 

process. Although her signing was extensive in both 

discourses of storytelling and teaching science, none of the 

verbs used was inflected for case marking. Furthermore, the 

omission of the verb agreement inflection is considered an 

error pattern in the literature with deaf children acquiring 

ASL as a first language. 

Teacher 2, on the other hand, was successful in using 

verb agreement inflection for marking referents subjects and 

objects in her signed production. The frequency of such 
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inflection being used is also high. The clarity of the 

second teacher as compared to the first teacher in 

specifying referents as subject or object through the verb 

inflection is noted. For example, the basic form of the ASL 

verb, LOOK constitutes a simple path movement. Upon 

inflection, however, it may start from one particular 

location move to another. In this case, two referents (i.e., 

subject and object) are established through the verb, with 

the initial endpoint of the verb marking the first location 

as subject. The second location is marked as object through 

·the final endpoint of the verb. The example illustrates 

Teacher 2's attempt to request that one student look at 

another student, i.e., PLEASE you-LOOK-AT-her. The path 

movement of this inflected verb begins at the location of 

the first student (subject) and ends at the location of the 

second student (object). The student responds by turning his 

head around and allows the other student to fingerspell a 

scientific term. In this participant situation like the one 

discussed earlier, the teacher was able to encourage a 

student to attend to fingerspelling as produced by another 

student. The teacher used correct verb agreement inflection 

in her request, thus leading to a positive outcome in terms 

of effective interaction among students. 
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A similar pattern with no errors produced also occurred 

with the fourth structural component of aspect and number. 

Both teachers were able to produce the following features: 

1) aspect (e.g., ASK-continuously), 2) dual (e.g., ASK

both), 3) distribution (e.g., ASK-alI-over). An example of 

one feature that Teacher 2 used productively in a line 

during her storytelling session was: IX: "me" ASK-all-of-you 

WHAT THAT IX: "picture". The use of this inflection for 

distribution enabled this teacher to elicit answers from her 

students while showing the picture of a spear from the book, 

"Seven Blind Mice". with the inflected verb, (ASK-all-of

you) students comprehend that the teacher is asking for any 

of them to respond with an answer. One student volunteers 

and provides the following answer, TIGER. It is not like the 

other student who provides the correct answer of ROPE as 

discussed earlier for the other picture of the same book. 

Apparently, the student misinterpreted the teacher's 

question by saying that the spear is used to kill a tiger. 

However, the teacher was not asking what the spear is used 

for, but rather for identification of the object (i.e., 

spear). The communicative breakdown occurs here on the part 

of the student, but the teacher does not attempt to repair 

it. She rather moves on to the next page of the book. 
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With the above example of TIGER, it is not clear 

whether the limited ASL proficiency of Teacher 2 plays any 

role in explaining for why she does not attempt to rephrase 

the question to enhance the students' comprehension. 

However, the basic goal of "Seven Blind Mice" was to promote 

awareness of how various parts constitute a single object. 

For example, the picture of a rope represents the identical 

shape of an elephant's trunk. Although not intended, the 

teacher's failure to correct the student's answer as in the 

case of spear encourages the class to deviate from the 

original purpose of the story. The students focus on what 

the spear is used for killing a tiger rather than developing 

the needed skill of connecting this part and others to an 

elephant. It is important to stress that both teachers were 

able to use the target feature of distribution to elicit 

answers from their students. This particular skill should be 

treated separately from the problems that followed with one 

of the teacher's monitoring of deaf students' comprehension 

of the story. 

For the fifth structural component, both teachers 

produced non-manual markers correctly as well as 

incorrectly. with this combination, it is not the question 

of whether features are used correctly or errors being made, 

but rather that teachers are making a significant progress 
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in mastering ASL as a second language. That is, with both 

correct features and errors occurring, emerging mastery is 

exhibited by the teachers in the study. Although the two 

teachers did produce nonmanual markers to a great extent, 

there was a tendency to use them interchangeably, 

substituting a wh-question marker for a yes/no question 

marker and vice versa. It is important to note that yes/no 

questions require raised eyebrows while wh-questions require 

squinting eyebrows. It is only a subtle distinction in the 

eyebrows that changes the nature of the question being 

asked, whether a yes/no response is expected or not. If not 

a yes or no, the person is expected to respond differently, 

for example by explaining what the object is used for. 

In one example from Teacher 2 when telling the story, 

"Seven Blind Mice", she intended to use the nonmanual marker 

for a yes-no question. However, she produced a wh-question 

instead. In asking the students if they had ever seen a fan 

before, the question formation produced in a line was: 

FINISH SEE"" FAA Ix: "fan" BEFdt{E~ '1'he actual question asked 

then, and what was understood by the students was something 

like "What have you seen?" rather than the intended "Have 
\A/~ 

you seen this (fan) before?' A correct rendering of this 

sentence should have been: FINISH SEE FAN IX: "fan" BEFoi/:!:L 

As a consequence of the teacher posing the incorrect 



question, the students' answer respond to the wh-question 

instead of yes-no question. 
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For the sixth structural component, role playing/role 

shifting, Teacher 2 continues to produce them without 

errors. Teacher 1, on the other hand, has produced errors as 

evident in her storytelling, "Abiyoyo". The required body 

shift along with a change in eye gaze during role play was 

not apparent. In storytelling, the teacher failed to portray 

the two characters involved in a conversation (i.e., the 

father asking a man for a drink). No body shift was evident 

to distinguish between the roles of these characters from 

one side to another. The correct version would be : FATHER 

<rs: father IX: "you" WANT DRINK WATER> MAN <rs: man OKAY>. 

However, Teacher 1 was able to body shift only for the 

father failing to shift in an opposite direction for the man 

character, Le.; <rs: father IX: "you" WANT DRINK WATER 

OKAY>. More specifically, the father may be asking the 

question, but without the additional shifting, it appears as 

if the character is responding to his own question. 

According to the story, it is the man, not the father who 

responds by saying "OK". The students will not be aware that 

an interaction is supposed to have taken place between the 

two characters, thus affecting their comprehension for this 

particular part of the story. 
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For the seventh structural component, verbs of motion, 

both Teacher 1 and 2 produced features correctly as well as 

incorrectly. This pattern is also reported for the non

manual markers as discussed earlier. The underlying root is 

path movement in which an object moves from one point to 

another in the signing space. A set of classifier hand shapes 

are available for use, categorizing objects based on 

internal features (e.g., inanimate object such as a vehicle 

as opposed to animate object such as an animal). The moving 

object may incorporate additional movements such as a car 

bumping along, and it may interact with another object as 

well. For example, signing the car hitting a tree requires 

the use of both hands with one depicting the moving vehicle 

(i.e., central object classifier) and its hitting the tree 

represented by the other hand (i.e., secondary object 

classifier). 

with the target features produced during science 

instruction, Teacher 1 was able to use verbs of motion only 

with limited success in describing how a ladybug interacts 

with a flower and that ladybugs may feast on the other. The 

handshape or the central object classifier representing an 

insect is first produced on the other or the secondary 

object classifier representing a flower. The path movement 

used for the central object classifier indicates how the 
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ladybug travels to land on the flower. The result of this 

signing shows that the ladybug is landing and sitting on the 

flower as to what the teacher intends to express. However, 

as the teacher attempts to describe how the sitting ladybug 

is ambushed by the other ladybug, her signing results in an 

error. The target production in a line may be (2h) seL: V 

"ladybug flying to and sitting on another ladybug", but the 

outcome is (lh) seL: "ladybug flying to the flower and (lh) 

SeL: "a flower". The classifier hand shape used for the 

flower was appropriate in the first part of the ladybug 

sitting on the flower, but it continues to be used 

representing this ladybug when a different handshape is 

required for insects. The consequence for the students' 

comprehension is that the ladybug first sits on the flower 

and then the other ladybug sits on the same flower. 

Lastly, with the noun-verb pairs component, in one 

example in which Teacher 1 signed when reading the story, 

"Abiyoyo", the verb form was used instead of a noun. It is 

important to note that the noun derived from differs from 

the verb only in its movement. The manner of the noun's 

movement is restrained, whereas there is no restrained 

manner for verbs. If the verb is singular in movement, it 

needs to undergo necessary phonological changes including 

reduplication (in addition to the use of restrained manner) 
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as part of the derivational process. The part of the story 

covers the description of how the character, father makes a 

chair disappear by using his magic stick. The target line 

is: DAD ICL: "wanding the magic stick" CHAIR GONE. The 

appropriate form for CHAIR is reduplicated in movement along 

with restrained manner. The error is evident in the 

following line: DAD SCL: "wanding the magic stick" SIT GONE. 

Although the teacher produces SIT, she intends it to be a 

noun (i.e., CHAIR). The resulting form resembles the verb, 

and the students perceive it as an action of the person 

sitting. The consequence of this particular error for the 

story is that it is the sitting person who disappears, not 

the chair. 
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Discussion and Conclusions 

In regard to the research questions, the details description 

of a portion of instruction in the classroom by non-native 

signing teachers of the teachers of the deaf indicates that 

ASL proficiency plays an important role in determining the 

outcome of the discourse involved. The comparative analysis 

based on the acquisition data of ASL as a first language 

also indicates that the two teachers in the study are in the 

process of learning and mastering ASL as a second language. 

For the first research question, both teachers are limited 

in signed language proficiency as they were not able to 

complete the course of ASL acquisition as documented for 

young deaf children. Although all eight major structural 

components were used in the production by the teachers in 

the classroom setting, only those acquired early by deaf 

children were mastered for these teachers. The ordering of 

structural components for deaf children's acquisition 

appears to be true for the teachers; i.e., the more complex 

the structural component becomes, later it is acquired. The 

error pattern as produced by the teachers is predictable as 

it occurs with the more complex structural components. These 

findings other than determining the level of ASL proficiency 

(limited vs. full) provide an answer to the second research 



question on what structural patterns are like for the 

teachers in the study. 
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In addition, the assessment conducted is sensitive 

enough to indicate differences between the two teachers as 

well. This is especially true concerning the fact that one 

is more proficient in ASL than the other. More specifically, 

a total of five structural components (out of eight) are 

mastered for Teacher 2, whereas it is three for Teacher 1. 

Given the fact that the interest in learning ASL is high for 

both teachers, their exposure to ASL may have made the 

difference in the outcome. Although both teachers had four 

courses in ASL, Teacher 2 also took two additional courses 

more recently in ASL linguistics and deaf culture, and both 

of these courses were taught in ASL. 

In any case, both teachers in the study do not 

demonstrate full ASL proficiency as desired for the 

profession. Unlike deaf children, these teachers continued 

to experience learning difficulties after a total of seven 

to nine years of signing experience. Deaf children, as 

reported in the literature, have mastered all the eight 

structural components of ASL by the age of five or six 

(e.g., Newport & Meier, 1986). The remaining question is 

whether the teachers are able to fully master ASL as a 

second language or achieve a higher level of proficiency 



to nine years of signing experience. Deaf children, as 

reported in the literature, have mastered all the eight 

structural components of ASL by the age of five or six 

(e.g., Newport & Meier, 1986). The remaining question is 

whether the teachers are able to fully master ASL as a 
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second language or achieve a higher level of proficiency 

than what was reported. The effects of modality need to be 

considered as it may require a significant amount of time 

for the teachers to master the signed language as opposed to 

a second language in the vocal/auditory mode. However, it is 

important to note that the teachers have undergone the 

similar stages and patterns of ASL acquisition as reported 

for young deaf children. The notion of ASL as a second 

language for them is confirmed with these findings, and the 

teachers need to learn the remaining structural components 

fully or without producing errors. 

Moreover, the complications involved in learning any 

second language need to be accounted for with the teachers 

in the study. These teachers may have at least one obstacle 

to overcome in order to accomplish the full course of ASL 

acquisition. They reported that their contact with deaf 

community is minimal. This is coupled with the fact that 

their initial and primary source for ASL acquisition lies in 

the classroom at the university where they studied deaf 



education. Although the strong support of graduate-level 

training programs for signed language proficiency did not 

exist at the time of the teachers' own professional 

training, their present standing with ASL as a second 

language should be viewed as a remarkable accomplishment. 
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The critical period for language acquisition being 

missed for the teachers in the study also requires special 

considerations. It is possible that maturational effects may 

playa role in the outcome of signed language acquisition. 

The limitations imposed by age on achieving full proficiency 

in ASL as a second language need to be further studied. 

However, the level of ASL proficiency can still be raised at 

least for Teacher 1. Since that this teacher lags behind 

Teacher 2, the development and provision of signed language 

services may be essential. Teacher 2 also demonstrated a 

strong desire to improve her signing skills as if she is 

convinced of her capacity for doing so. Although the pilot 

signed language services program was developed and provided 

for these teachers, it is not part of the research project 

discussed thus far. The present focus is on understanding 

ASL as a second language rather than on the design and 

effectiveness of such program. Nevertheless, the results of 

the ASL acquisition assessment as discussed provides the 



basis for the justification of providing signed language 

services for the teachers. 
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First of all, the two teachers in the study 

demonstrated that they have not mastered ASL and that it 

should be considered as a second language for them. 

Extensive interaction with the deaf community and possibly 

additional ASL courses may assist with improving ASL 

proficiency, but it is equally important to consider the 

variables associated with using ASL as a language of 

instruction as compared to using it for conversational 

purposes. The pilot signed language services program for the 

teachers in the study indicates such differences, and it was 

specifically designed to enhance the signing skills of these 

teachers on an individual basis. A successful classroom 

discourse with deaf students was stressed as the primary 

goal implying that the higher proficiency in ASL serves as 

one way of achieving this goal. The results of ASL 

acquisition assessment also enabled the researcher to 

develop the program sensitive to the differing needs of the 

two teachers. The pilot services provided spans over three 

months; three times weekly with the first two in the 

classroom with deaf students and the second meeting with the 

teacher without the presence of students. Both teachers in 

the study reported that they benefitted from the 
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experimental program, and that they experienced significant 

teaching improvements by connecting their learning ASL as a 

second language and the use in the classroom discourse. 

The findings associated with the third and last 

research question serve as another source for justification 

in improving the signing skills of presently employed 

teachers of the deaf. A large set of examples have been 

provided regarding how accessibility to the curriculum can 

be impaired for the deaf students when the teachers in the 

study fail to teach in ASL effectively. However, the same 

teachers have also demonstrated success either by telling a 

story or teaching science when a certain structural 

component in ASL is mastered. Even with the structural 

components emerging and not yet mastered, the targets when 

used correctly made a difference in the quality of classroom 

discourse. with storytelling as a discourse, each teacher 

was able to begin and complete a narrative in ASL with the 

use of a large signed vocabulary and three or more signs for 

most of the lines produced. The level of ASL proficiency is 

evidently high to allow for such linguistically demanding 

task to take place, however, it is still not high enough to 

prevent a series of communicative breakdowns from occurring 

on the part of the teachers with deaf students. with these 

findings, there appears to be a strong relationship between 



ASL proficiency and the prospect that the teachers will 

succeed in teaching deaf students. 
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Further development of ASL discourse-specific 

assessment instruments and procedures are also necessary to 

support some of the efforts involved in the development and 

provision of pilot signed language services for the teachers 

of the deaf. The coverage of, a variety of discourse 

strategies is vital for promoting the success of classroom 

teaching. Recall the example in which a serious 

communicative breakdown, and the teacher was not able to 

repair it. In the experimental program, a number of such 

communicative breakdowns were subject to intervention during 

actual classroom discourse, and the teacher was able to 

observe and learn from how a discourse can be repaired in 

ASL. Although not formally assessed, the teachers were able 

to enhance their classroom management when they were more 

sensitized to the use of eye contact and developed some 

skills related to holding one question from a deaf student 

while attending to the other. The visually-based strategies 

for getting or maintaining attention from the students in 

the classroom make up additional discourse-specific 

strategies that should be part of the ongoing development of 

formal signed language services for the teachers of the 

deaf. 
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Future studies of ASL as a second language should 

include a pre- and post-assessment of the teachers receiving 

the signed language services over a period of time. The ASL 

acquisition assessment as conducted will provide information 

on whether the teachers have improved in ASL proficiency. 

with the continuing research on the acquisition of ASL as a 

first language, additional structural components should be 

included in the assessment to provide an even more 

comprehensive description of ASL as a second language. The 

research results as discussed earlier represents an initial 

effort in confirming the similarities between first and 

second language acquisition in ASL. with this significant 

finding, the previous focus on modality issues should give 

way to second language acquisition with ASL in the near 

future. 

In all, the purpose of the study undertaken is to both 

describe and assess ASL as a second language, and this 

understanding is critical for providing a fuller access to 

the curriculum for deaf children in the educational system. 

The role of signed language proficiency in the teaching 

profession cannot be ignored any longer, and that a higher 

level for a more successful classroom discourse is needed. 

For these reasons, a model signed language services program 

constitutes an unprecedented approach aimed to improving the 
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signing skills of 'the presently employed teachers of the 

deaf within the classroom setting with deaf students. 

However, a fuller understanding of ASL as a second language 

serves as a prerequisite for the development, provision, and 

evaluation of such services. Both the limited ASL 

proficiency and structural patterns are identified and 

compared with the literature on second language acquisition. 

Although more research is needed, the results of signed 

language acquisition assessment confirm the status of ASL as 

a second language for the teachers in the study. 
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American Sign Language Acquisition Assessment 
Coding Sheet 

Name: ~ _________ VU: 

Thsting DIIe: vrTun:e~Cr:ode:;:::--------

_ I. single sign production 

__ 2. production of ten signs 

_ 3. two sign production 

.~ 
p ~~~~' " r:~!' 

_ I. pointing to self 

_ 2. pointing to the addressee 

_ 3. pointing to third person 

__ 1. single locus 

__ 2. multiple loci 

Coder. _____________________ __ 
I>ate: __________ _ 

__ 1.1DIIbd handshapes substituted with 
IlIIDWked ones 

__ 2. use NO or negative beadshake placed 
before the verb; noun before the verb 
omitted (e.g .• M01HER EAT to 
NO EAT) 

__ 1. wg full lexical forms imtead of 
pointing to self & other persons 

__ 2. using YOU to refer to self or third 
person 

__ 3. real-world person marked for absent 
referent (e.g .• IX"11na- for 
IX"absent mother") 

__ 4. single locus marked for two or more 
referents 

__ 5. two or more loci marked for one 
referent 

~ 



_ 1. role play (e.g .• single role 
positioa) 

_ 2. multiple role positions 
(e.g., role-shifting) 

_ 1. with real-world locations 
m&Itcd 

_ 2. with abstract loci marked 

:'~"~FIf~, 
_ 1. eye pze (e.g.. din:ct.ed to addressee 

during role play) 

_ 2. role identification not clear (e.g .• 
boclyIhIfIcd and remained in same 
position for 2 or more roJca, 
<rs:father DONf HIT DOO 
PLAY wrm DOG FINISH 
HIT>) 

~-.-.; ."- . - . ____ . ..v ..... _ 

_ 1. agreement overgeneralized with 
non-agreeing verbs. SAY 

_ 2. verb agreement omitted or 
inconsistent use 

0'1 ..... 



_ 1. simple movements 
(e.g .• LINEAR. ARC) 

_ 2. cenuaI object handshape 
classifier with path movement 
or IDIDllel" of movement 
(e.g .. BOUNCE. RANDOM. 
[SCL:3"car moving")) 

_ 3. secondary object handshape 

_ 1. noun-verb pairs production 

_ 2. multiple noun-verb pairs 
maIted 

_ 1. frozen, single morpheme stems 
replacing verbs of motion 
(e.g .• JUMp) 

_ 2. incorrect classifier handshape selecred 

_ 3. morpheme omitted (e.g .• simple 
movement. manner or secondary 
object handshape. 
[SCL:3"car moving straight"] for 
rSCL:3"car moving straight and 
bouncing"]) 

_ 4. morphemes sequentialized (e.g .• path 
movement and manner, [SCL:3"car in 
position"] [DCL: 1 "zig-zag") or 
cenuaI object handshape and 
secondary object handshape. [SCL:3 
"car moving") [(wh)C"nmnel"j) 

_ 1. noun-verb pairs nOI marked (uae of 
verb form for noun or vice versa. e.g.. 
SIT for chair; CHAIR for sit) 

_ 2. use of noncanonical forms change of 
movement. direction. speed or shape. 
or adding facial or bodily 
distinguishers 

_ 3. noun-verb pairs overgeneralized 
(e.g.. TO-PICNIC) 

0\ 
tv 



_l.aspec:t 
(e.g., ASK~tinuously) 

_2. dual 
(e.g., ASK-both) 

_ 3. disUibution 
(e.g., ASK-all-over) 

_ 1. yes/no questions 

_ 2. wb-quesUons 

_3.lOpics 

_ 4. condition.als 

_ 1. two-banded stimultaneous dual 
substituted with one-handed sequential 
dual [(2b)me-GIVE-TO-two of them) 
10 [(lh)me-GIVE-TO-two of them] 

_ 2. two-handed stimullaneous dual for 
verbs overgeneralized 10 nouns 
(e.g., (2b)WOMAN) 

_ 3. contrasting loci omitted (e.g., repeating 
the action to one object instead of 
more than one [me-GIVE-TO-him++] 
for [me-GIVE-TO-each of them]) 

_ 1. Donmanual markers substituted with 
manual markers (e.g., fHF in 
MarnER ANGRY #IF 
MILK. SPILL) 

_ 2. nonmanual markers misused (e.g., 
conditional on wrong phrase in 

_COld 
BITE YOU SPANK ME) 

_ 3. nonmanual markers omitted (e.g., 
no wh~ueations resulting in blank 
faces) 

0"1 
w 
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Teacher 1 Appendix 0 

story 

"Abiyoyo" 

Words: 210 

Lines: 86 

1: IN AFRICA A-LONG-TIME-AGO PEOPLE TELL STORY OLD STORY. 
2: THIS OLD STORY FROM AFRICA IX: "small book" OLD STORY FROM 

A-LONG-TlKE-AGO FROM AFRICA. 
3: WHO IX: "picture" BOY NAME P THINK P BOY NOT HAVE NAME 

BOY NOT HAVE NAME. 
4: THIS STORY ABOUT BOY AND BOY'S DAD STORY ABOUT IX: 

"picture" DAD AND BOY LITTLE BOY. 
5: A-LONG-TIME-AGO LITTLE BOY HAVE SMALL GUITAR GUITAR SOUND 

AWFUL LOUSY GUITAR HEAR PRETTY NO++ SOUND AWFUL. 
6: BOY GUITAR+++ PEOPLE SAY lX: "you" GO-AWAY GUITAR SOUND 

AWFUL GO-AWAY. 
7: Ix:"person" COVER-EAR IX: "woman" GO-AWAY LEAVE. 
8: DAD TROUBLE AGAIN TOO DAD MAGICAN++ IX: "magican" 

MAGICAN ICL: "stick" HAVE DAD SKILL CAN MAXE THING 
GONE. 

9: DAD PLAY WITH CARD WITH MAN IX: "picture" CARD HOLDING 
MAN DRAW DAD MAGIC-STICK CARD GONE IX: "picture" DRAW CARD 
GONE 

10 MAN READY DRAW RUN-OUT HOLD-CARD WHERE CAN'T FIND CARD. 
11 DAD FOOL++ PEOPLE MANY TIME PEOPLE BECOME MAD. 
12 SUPPOSE SOIIEONE THIRSTY HAVE COLD WATER <rs: dad want drink 

water ok> PICK-UP-GLASS DAD TEASE MAGIC-STICK GLASS GONE 
WATER SPILT-ALL-OVER-ON-BODY WOMAN TRY DRINK BUT PICK-UP
GLASS GONB WATER SPILT. 

13: WOHAN MAD RIGHT WHY THRISTY WANT DRINK BUT HAPPEN 
SPILT-WATER-ON-BODY WOMAN MAD RIGHT. 

14: THINK HAPPEN WHAT IX: "you" NONE WHAT. 
15: WOOD S-A-W SAW GONE THINK RIGHT. 
16: SUPPOSE MAN IX: "lian" WORlC++ WOOD ICL: "wood" WOOD MAN 

SAW DAD IX: "dad" SCL: "dad walks toward other un" 
MAGIC-STICK HAN SAW++ "puzzled" WHERE CAN'T SAW GONE HAN SAW 
DAD SCL: "dad walks" MAGIC STICK SAW GONE SAW. 

17: THINK HAPPEN WHAT NONE CHAIR THINK S-O. 
18: ONE HAN SCL: -.an walks" TIRED WANT SIT DAD SH-BH SCL: 

"dad walks around" MAGIC-STICK MAN READY SIT DAD MAGIC
STICK DAD SCLI V "man falling down" MISS SCL: V "man _it_" 
GONE. 

19 THINK PEOPLE LIKE DAD? 
20 WHY PEOPLE DON'T-LIKE DAD. 
21 MAGIC DO WITH MAGIC WHAT. 
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22: GLASS GONE SAW GONE RIGHT DAD FOOL++ PEOPLE DON'T-LIKE. 
23: BOY DO ix: "picture" PEOPLE LOOK- AT LISTEN TO BOY WHY 

SOUND AWFUL RIGHT ? LOUSY GUITAR. 
24: THINX HAPPEN WHAT HAPPEN IX: "picture" WHY RIGHT. 
25: PAM CHAIR. 
26: PEOPLE HAD TOLD DAD AND BOY TWO-OF-THEM LEAVE CAN'T LIVE OUR 

TOWN TWO-OF-THEM LIVE FAR DON'T-WANT LIVE IN OUR TOWN OUR 
TOWN++ WE LIVE HERE TWO-OF-THEM LIVE LCL:"a house on other 
sida" FAR. 27)HOW FEEL IX: "two people" HOW FEEL SAD WHY SAD 
WHY. 

28: MOVE-OUT WHY CAN'T DAD BOY LIVE WITH OTHER PEOPLE WHY. 
29: WHY SAID OUT WHY. 
30: BOY GUITAR SOUND AWFUL AND DAD ALWAYS FOOL++ PEOPLE 

DON'T-LIltE. 
31: DAD DO WHAT IX: "picture". 
32: IN TOWN IX: "town" WHERE PEOPLE LIVE HAVE OLD STORY 

GENERATION PEOPLE STORY++ GENERATION++ STORY PROM A
LONG-TIME-AGO GENERATION STORY. 

33: OLD PEOPLE STORY ABOUT WHAT. 
34: BIG MONSTER LIVE A-LONG-TIME-AGO ONE SPECIAL NONSTIR NAMED 

A-8-Y-I-Y-O-Y-O AY MONSTER NAME AY+++ MONSTER NAME RIGHT. 
35: SAY MONSTER TALL SAME TREE WOW AND THIS MONSTER AY IX: 

".an.tar" EAT-UP PEOPLE. 
36: TBINX STORY TIME?? MOST PEOPLE AGREE YOU NOT THINK THIS 

STORY R~. THINX CREATIVE FROM A-LONG-TIME-AGO MAKI-UP 
STORY. 

37: BUT CONTINUE GENERATION STORY++ DAD TOLD STORY TO BOY BOY 
GREW-UP HIMSELF TOLD STORY HIS CHILDREN GENDATION. 

38: WHAT'S-WRONG. 
39: MORNING SUNRISE SUN SUNRISE IX: "aun" COLOR RED SUNRISE 

S-K-Y SKY RED BLACK CLOUD IX: "picture". 
40: PEOPLE GET-UP YAWN AWAKE LOOK-AT WINDOW LOOK-AROUND WHAT 

SAW. 
41) MONSTER RIGHT SAW BIG S-H-A-D-O-W BOW TO EXPLAIN. 
42: S-B-A-D-O-W SEE IX: "picture" SUN SUNRISE COVER PART SUN 

SEE CRICLE BLACK COVER IX: "picture". 
43 : FEEL PEOPLE SOMB'l'HING ALSO FEEL ODD FEEL SMOOTH FEEL THUMP 

PEOPLE FEEL SCARE. 
44: WOMAN LOOK-UP SCREAM SCARE MAN BRAVE FALL-ASLBIlP LOOIt

AT MONSTER F-A-I-N-T. 
45: ALL PEOPLE SCREAM IX: "monster" AY COME HERE IPN

AWAY++. 
46: AY IX: "monster" <rp: monster thump++ walkinq thump++> 

TO SHEEP IX: "aonster" <rp: monster look around and qrab 
sheep> SHIIP EAT-UP FINISH EAT-UP SHEEP 

47: WHERE GO <rp: monster walks> SAW COW GRAB EAT-UP. 
48 : MAN SCARE SCREAM++ GET YOUR PRl!:CIOUS THING BSCAPE. 
49: OUT TOWN HOUSE SMALL BOY DAD SLEEP BOY WOKE-UP YAWN LOOK-UP

SOMETHING WAKE-UP DAD WAKE-UP COME-ON LOOK-AT WHAT IX, 
"outside" WHAT. 

50: DAD LOOK-UP THERE AY DAD WHAT-DO-TO++ WHAT DON'T-DOW DO++ 
DAD I-F AY IX: nay" LAY-OUT ME CAN MAGIC AY GONE ME CAN. 

51: DAD THINX CAN SAVE PEOPLE FROM AY IX: nay". 
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52: DAD HAVE MAGIC-STICK IX: "picture" ICL : "aagic .tick" 
BOY HAVE GUITAR. 

53: WHAT THINK DO WHAT WHY THINK BOY GUITAR WHY. 
54: TWO-OF-THEM DAD BOY GET MAGIC STICK GUITAR TWO-oF-THEM 

HOLD-HANDS-TOGETHER RUN TOGETHER SCL: "two of thea run 
together" TO AY 

55: TWO-Or-THEM SCARE OTHER PEOPLE FROM TOWN SCARE?? YES TWO-OF
THEM BRAVE wow. 

56: TWO-oF-THEM RUN SCL: "dad and boy run together" TO AY 
PEOPLE DO WHAT IX: "picture" DO WHAT SCARE ALL PEOPLE FROM 
TOWN SEE DAD BOY RUN TO AY NO "WAVE" WAIT NO++ AVIOD AY NO'l' 
CLOSI AY NO+++ WAIT. 

57: AY IX: Hay" EAT-UP TWO-OF-THEM FATHER BOY NONE SCAKI BIG
DEAL BRAVE. 

58: ARRIVI LOOK-UP-AT-AY SAW AY. 
59: KNOW WHAT LOOK-ALIKE HAVE LONG-NAIL WHY NEVER CLIP-NAIL 

NEVER AND KNOW WHAT AY TEETH LOOK ALIKE DIRTY GREEN TEETH 
WHY. 

60: AY IX: nay" NEVER BRUSH-TEETH NEVER AND AY HIS F-E-E-T 
STINK AWFUL WHY 

61: IX: ".y" NBVBR WASH F-E-E-T NEVER BATH NEVER. 
62: AY KNOW LOOK-ALIKE HAIR MISS-HAIR WHY 
63: NEVER IX; Hay" AY NEVER COMB HIS HAIR NEVER LOOK ALIKE 

MESS-HAIR DIRTY. 
64: AY LOOK-DOWN SAW BOY DAD READY <rp: monster walks and going 

to grab>. 
65: BOY GRAB GUITAR BOY SING AY AY++ BOY SING HAVE SPECIAL 

SONG rOR YOU AY AY. 
66: AY IX: Hay" NEVER LISTEN MUSIC BEFORE NEVER HEAR MUSIC. 
67: IX: Hay" LIKE REMEMBER RECENTLY READY GRAB EAT DAD BOY 

THEN LISTEN MUSIC <rp: monster become relax>. 
68: IX: Hay" LIKI AY KNOW WHAT-TO-DO WHAT THINK AY 00++ NOW 

SIT NOT SIT GOOD GUESS WHAT THINK AY DO WHAT. 
69: AY IX: Nay" DO NOW LISTEN MUSIC BECOME FRIEND NO GOOD GUESS 

NOT. 
69: IX: "you" THINK HAPPEN THINK DAD WILL MAGIC AY GONE WHAT 

THINK AY DO NOW. 
70: IX: "picture" AY LISTEN MUSIC SMILE EXPRESSION LISTEN AY+++ 
71: READY WANT DANCE RIGHT. 
72: IX: Hay" <rp: "dance"> IX: "boy" BOY GUITAR MORE FAST 

BEFORE GUITAR-SLOW AY++ NOW MORE FAST. 
73: CAN ALL-Or-YOU HELP BOY AY AY AY++ HIMSELF DANCE HORE FAST 

TOO <rp: monster dance fast>. 
74: boy guitar faster guitar++ ay++. 
75: IX: "picture" WHAT-TO-DO HOW AY DANCE SHOW-ME HOW AY 

DANCE. 
76: RIGJI'f COME-ON SEE WHAT HAPPEN NOW HAPPEN WHO HAPPEN FALL WHY 

NOT-YB'l'. 
77: AY DANCE <rp: monster dance and become tired> TIRED HARD 

BRlATHI <rp:monster is going to fall down> FALL-DOWN ~IRED 
AY LAY-OUT RIGHT. 

78: WHAT THINK HAPPEN. 
79: MAGIC AY GONE LET'S-SEE++. 
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80: WHEN AY DANCE LAY-OUT DAD SCL: "dad walks toward 
mon.tar- stick-aagic. 

81: IX: -.tudent- YOU RIGHT DAD SCL: "dad walks toward 
mon.tar" STICK MAGIC AY IX: "ay- : DESTORY GONE. 

82: ALL PEOPLE FROM TOWN LOOK-AT MONSTER GONE ALL PEOPLE 
EXCITED. 

83: ALL PEOPLE FROM TOWN SCL:-.any people walk toward dad and 
boy- DAD BOY PICK-UP-DAD-BOY SIT-ON-SHOULDER CARRY. 

84: IX: -ALL OF YOU" TWO-OF-YOU SAVE US COME-ON TOWN CAM LIVB 
WITH US NOW DON'T-HAVE FAR LIVE IX: -far place" NO JOIN US 
IN TOWN NOW ALL PEOPLE EXCITED WHY 

85: EXCITED ALL PEOPLE SING TOGETHER NEW SONG AY AY+++ 
CONTINUE SING AY+++ WOW 

86: IX: -all of you" like this STORY. 
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APPENDIX E 

American sign Language Assessment 

For Teacher 2's story 
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Teacher 2 Appendix E 
Story 

"Seven Blind Mice" 
Words: 163 
Lines: 71 

1 IX: "picture" WHAT THAT IX: "picture". 
2 WHAT THAT IX: "picture". 
3 MOUSE PAINT. 
4 COLOR IX: "picture" COLOR. 
5 COLOR IX: "picture" RED. 
6 IX: ·picture" WHAT COUNT. 
7 123 SEVEN OH-I-SEE. 
8 ONE-DAY SEVIN MICE TOGETHER WATER LCL: "pond" DRINK WATER 

LOOK-UP SAW SOMETHING ODD. 
9: IX: "SOMETHING" WHAT THAT IX: "something". 
10 ALL BECOME SCARE ESCAPE HOME. 
11 ALL ESCAPE HOME. 
12 LET'SEE MONDAY MICE BCL: (2h) MICE SITS ON OTHER MICE 

+++" > 
13: RED BCL:(2h) RED MICE SIT ON THE TOP AND JUMP> DECIDE 

HIMSELP MYSELF BRAVE IX: "me". 
14: SEE SCL: (Ih) "walk" WHAT THAT IX: "something". 
15: PLEASE REMEMBER MONDAY IX: "thumb" Monday RED MICE OK. 
16: MONDAY RED MICE RED. 
17: RED MICE LCL: "red mice stands" HIS FRIEND LCL: "other 

side - friends stand" RED MICE RED SCL: red mOUBe walks 
toward other friends" TOLD THAT IX: "me" KNOW IX: 
"sa.athing" DCL: "pillar" NAME P-I-L-L-A-R ROCK DCL: 
"pillar" know. 

18: IX: ·picture" RED MICE THINK IX: "something" DCL: 
"pillar". 

19: FRIEND NOT BELIEVE IX: "red mica" RED MIC! NOT BELIEVE SO. 
20: IX: "thumb Monday" MONDAY FINISH. 
21: IX: "first finger" TUESDAY NEXT MICE ESCAPE LOOK-AROUND 

SEE WHAT THAT IX:"something". 
22: WHICH MICE IX: "picture" GREEN MICE SCL: "green mice walk to 

the trunk" LOOK-AT WHAT THAT IX: "trunk". 
23: OH-I-SBE GREEN MICE SCL:"green mice run" TELL KNOW IX: 

"other mice" KNOW SNAKE. 
24: WHO SO-FAR IX: "thumb" MONDAY WHO WENT. 
25: WHICH MICE IX: "thumb" WHO WENT WHICH MICE RED MICE 
26: IX: "first finger" GREEN MICE GREEN MICE. 
27: NEXT DAY IX: "second finger" WEDNESDAY YELLOW MICE ++. 
28: IX: "second finger" WEDNESDAY. 
29: SO YELLOW MICE IX: "second finger" WED. 
30: ASK IX:"all of you" THINK IX:"thumb" WHAT THAT BANANA 

TIGER. 
31: ASK IX: ·all of you" WHAT THAT IX: "picture" TIGER. 
32: YELLOW MICE ESCAPE LOOK-FOR IX: "something" COME-BACK TOLD 

YELLOW MICE TOLD WHAT TO DO. 
33: SCL:"yellow mice walks" LOOK-AROUND COME BACK SAY NO ++ 

KNOW SPEAR WOOD DCL: "stick" SPEAR ++ CALLED S-P-E-A-R 
US! FOR HUNT KILL ANIMAL. 
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34: REMEMBER DESERT MUSEUM SAW HUGE ANIMAL MAN SPEAR <RP:" 
.pear .nter the heart~:>. 

35: REMEMBER SAW NAME S-P-E-A-R SPEAR USE- IX: "spear" SHARP 
ROCK. 

36: IX: "mice" TOLD BUT IX: "spear" NAMED SPEAR S-P-E-A-R. 37: 
TOMORROW-(NEXT DAY) PURPLE MICE ESCAPE TO WHERE GO 
WHERE. 

38: GO IX: "water pond" WATER ROUND LOOK-AT WHAT THAT 
PURPLE MICE. 

39: SO-FAR IX: "thumb" MONDAY RED MICE. 
40: IX:"first finger" TUESDAY YELLOW GREEN MICE. 
41: IX: "second finger" WEDNESDAY YELLOW MICE. 
42: IX: "third finger" THURSDAY WHO IX: "third finger" WHO 

COLOR MICE PURPLE RIGHT. 
43: OH-I-SEE PURPLE MICE COME-BACK TELL FRIENDS IX: 

"friends" KNOW HUGH DCL: "curve rock" ROCK DCL: "curve 
rocJt" ++ SIT MICE SIT SCL: "mice sits on the top of 
rook" LOOK-DOWN FAR ROCK WHY. 

44 : COLOR WHAT. 
45: COLOR PURPLE. 
46: IX: "Dloon" SUN MOON OH-I-SEE IX: "moon" YES. 
47: TOMORROW IX: "fourth finger" WHICH DAY. 
48: IX: "thumb finger" MONDAY IX: "first finger" TUESDAY IX: 

"second finger" WEDNESDAY IX: "third finger" THURSDAY IX: 
"fourth finger" FRIDAY. 

49: WHO GO FRIDAY WHO IX: "Friday mice" LOOK-AT WHO WHICH MICE. 
501 PURPLE FINISH ORANGE MICE ESCAPE FRIDAY FIFTH MICE ++ 

WEH'l'. 
51: ORANGE WHO ++. 
52: NO NO ORANGE WOW DOG CAT LION NO. 
53: IX: "picture" MICE ORANGE. 
54: MICE SCL:"orange mice jumps and walk to the rock". 
55: OH-I-SEE ORANGE MICE SAYS IX: "me" KNOW IX: "me" 

ALREADY STAND FEEL MOVE KNOW FAN CALLED FAN FINISH SEE 
BEFORE IX: "you". 

56: NOW IX: "me" FOCUS P-A-N SO ORANGE MICE SCL: "orange mice 
.tands on the tan" PEEL MOVEMENT. 

57: SAY OH-I-SEE IX: " .. " THINK FAN. 
58: KNOW INTERESTING IX: "me" RECENTLY NOTICE EVERY MICE IF 

MICE PURPLE PICTURE TOO PURPLE. 
59: LOOK-AT-PICTURE ORANGE MICE ORANGE FAN SAME. 
60: LET US SEE PURPLE IX: "picture" PURPLE SAME NEAT 

(cool). 
61: SEE IF RED PILLAR IX: "red mice and pillar" SAME RED. 
62: SIXTH IX: MICE GONE WHICH DAY IX: "thumb finger" MONDAY 

IX: "first finger" TUESDAY IX: "second finger" 
WEDNESDAY IX: "third finger" THURSDAY IX: "fourth 
finger" FRIDAY IX: "sixteenth finger" SATURDAY. 

63: THINK BLUE SIXTEEN MICE GO BLUE MICE ROPE. 
64: WHAT IX: "all of you" THINK WHAT IX:"rope" WHAT THAT IX: 

"me" ASK TO "Willie" NOT IX: "you". 
65: MICE DISAPPOINTMENT LOOK-AT COME-BACK SAYS NOTHING ONLY 

ROPE FINISH. 
66: IX:"ropa" MICE BLUE ROPE. 
67: OTHER MIC! DISAGREE OTHER MICE ALL DISAGREE ALL ARGUE SAID 

IX:"thUllb" SNAKE IX: "first finger" ROPE THIRD FAN FOURTH 
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ROCK UNTIL FINALLY SUNDAY WHITE MICE SEVENTEEN MICE GO TO 
WATER POND. 

68: WHITE MICE SAW IX:"big elephant" BIG BUMP HERSELF MICE 
SCL: ·white mice walks over the elephant" ++. 

69: OH-I-SEE WHITE MICE SAYS OH KNOW THIS THING STRONG ALIKE 
PILLAR SECOND SOFT ALIKE SNAKE THIRD WIDE ALIKE ROCK fOURTH 
SHARP ALIKE SPEAR SIXTEEN COOL ALIKE FAN SEVENTEEN ALIJI:E 
ROPE BUT. 

70: IF SUMMARIZE 'I'HERE THING CALLED WHAT ELEPHANT SO OTHER 
MOUSE WENT-TOGETHER TO WATER POND ALL SCL: " all .ouse 
are walking allover the elephant" THEN BACK. 

71: ALL AGREE SAID YES NOW KNOW ELEPHANT RIGHT. 
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